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preface
The internationalization of our sector is no longer a question but a reality. It is, for most
of us, the biggest challenge over the next ten years. As a matter of fact, many of us still risk
not being able to adapt to geographical market changes.
Today some Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers are large international groups with the appropriate
resources and skills. This is not the case, however, for many smaller suppliers. It is, therefore,
our responsibility to define the conditions that will improve their competitiveness: supply
chain management, business development capabilities, collaborative innovation…
We are operating in a growing and increasingly competitive market competing against
historical and new players especially from China and India. Even though we are currently
dealing with a very strong activity to serve our customers, especially to ensure the success of
new programs such as the A350 or A320neo, it is the right moment to step back and reflect
on the measures we need to take to secure tomorrow’s business.
This study proposes an interesting framework: comprehensive set of criteria, based on real hard
facts and covering the full range of the value chain. It is a great opportunity to understand
the current situation and to build the strategies that will enable us to move forward.
As Chairman of the ASD Supply-Chain commission, I hope that this study based on an
analysis of German and French companies can also be useful at a European level and that,
by starting a new dynamic between customers and suppliers, it will contribute to an increased
competitiveness of the whole European supply-chain.

Patrick Daher
Chairman and CEO of DAHER
Chairman of ASD Supply-Chain Commission
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EDITORIAL
In recent years, due to the globalization of the aerospace industry, the ability of the supply
chain, especially for companies below Tier-1 level, to compete on an international level has
become increasingly important.
In 2012, under the patronage of BDLI and ISC (International Suppliers Center) and
supported by many aerospace associations and clusters, we conducted a comprehensive and
systematic analysis of the internationalization and competitiveness of aerospace suppliers
by incorporating the viewpoints of both sides - suppliers and customers. The results were
used to define a strengths and weaknesses profile of the supplier industry and a future
competitiveness portfolio showing the degree to which suppliers already meet or exceed
their customers’ expectations for 22 competitiveness and internationalization criteria.
The presentation of the study last year at the Berlin Air Show, and the subsequent
roadshow across Germany and Austria, prompted many discussions between participating
stakeholders. We were also asked by GIFAS to extend the study to France to compare the
French and German aerospace supplier industries.
It is the aim of this document to present our findings with respect to the French market with
a systematic comparison to the German market.
Our analysis and conclusions are based on a sample of aerospace companies: 65 aerospace
suppliers responded to a detailed, online survey and OEMs and Tier-1 suppliers were
interviewed to identify their expectations as customers. The results of last year’s study
(12 OEMs and Tier-1 interviews, online questionnaire answers of 97 suppliers) were also
incorporated into this study.
The motivation behind this study was to propose a common frame of reference to challenge
and improve the competitiveness of aerospace suppliers and to promote the joint efforts of
France and Germany to address all future challenges.
The study team would like to thank all participants for their valuable contributions.
The study brochure contains an excerpt of the extensive data and interview material we
collected. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any further questions.
François Maisonneuve     Hugues Ménard     Michael Santo     Jochen Schmid
June 2013
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Making business consultancy knowledge available in practice
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The 2012 Study is available upon request.
If you are interested please contact the authors
(details at the end of this document).

Today, the tasks of aerospace suppliers are much more diversified than in the past, which forces
companies to develop a broader skill set.
OEMs increasingly look at a supplier’s total value. In addition to the traditional strengths of European
suppliers, namely their product and process know-how, service aspects of their value proposition play an
increasingly important role. Supporting processes and skills play an ever more important role in supplier
evaluations and ratings. Suppliers are expected to compete globally and to assume responsibility for
activities like quality management and improvement, sub-supplier management, internal steering, and risk
management. We have seen that a fraction of European aerospace suppliers – including SMEs – already
propose a broad portfolio of services, essential if they want to secure a big portion of future global aircraft
programs. However, most aerospace suppliers surveyed have not yet reached this point: only 2/3 seem
capable of competing in this challenging industry.
Individual efforts have to be complemented by joint actions throughout the entire aerospace supply chain,
including at the OEM level, to maintain a competitive industrial base in Europe. Support organizations
should take advantage of their leading role to initiate and steer the cooperative efforts of suppliers and to
facilitate discussion and exchange between all market stakeholders.
Suppliers not willing to invest into their future capabilities need to rethink their business model. They may
still receive orders due to the current booming market situation, but their aerospace business will become
extremely volatile since winning contracts in the future will depend on capacity constraints in other parts
of the supply chain. In the end, these companies will have to invest just to remain in the business – they
will have to increase flexibility and speed in their order-to-delivery process. Any investments they make
for the aerospace sector would be well spent, however, since they may prove useful and profitable when
addressing other industry segments as well.

201 main conclusions
Future Order
Winning Zone
13%

Definition of zones

Future
Exclusion
Zone 29%
Future Order
Qualifying
Zone 58%

Future Order Winning Zone:
Suppliers roughly meet expectations or exceed customer
expectations
Future Order Qualifying Zone:
Suppliers meet some customer expectations and show
development potential in other areas
Future Exclusion Zone:
Suppliers are far from meeting customer expectations

Full 2012 study sample: German, Italian, Spanish and Austrian companies

2
2013 Study framework
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Following the 2012 study, we decided to extend our research to cover the French market
and to compare the German and French aerospace supplier industries.
The methodology adopted for the 2013 survey was rigorously the same as the one followed
in the 2012 study. The supplier questionnaire (question by question) was identical as were
the scoring system, interview guide for customers, and calculation assumptions.
As shown hereafter, the structure of the German and French samples are very similar in
terms of company size, levels of the supply chain, activities and technical segments.
The samples are representative of the French and German aerospace industry as a whole.

Geographical spread of companies analyzed (n = 162)

97
65

Germany

France

Companies per revenue class (n =162)

55%

French companies (N=65)

German companies (N=97)

48%

41%

39%

Total sales

Total sales

Aerospace sales

Aerospace sales

24%
21%

20%
17%
14%

12%
8%

19%

15%

9%

8%

8%

6%

5%

10%
3%

2%

< € 10m

€ 10-20m

> € 20-50m

> € 51-100m

> € 100-250m

> € 250m

< € 10m

€ 10-20m

> € 20-50m

> € 51-100m

> € 100-250m

Based on total sales, the percentage of SMEs(1) is similar in both samples: 78% for France
and 74% for Germany. Although the percentage of larger companies (sales > 50 M€) is
similar between the German and French samples, the split within this category is different:
the percentage of companies with more than 250 M€ in aerospace sales is higher in the
French sample.

Definition SME: small and medium-sized enterprises; EU definition ≤ €50 m of revenue
p.a., ≤ 250 employees, balance sheet total not asked for.

(1)

8%

6%

2%

> € 250m

SAMPLES ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
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By Technical segments

By Activity
Manufacturing segments

Services segments

=100%

=62%

Cabin / Interior
=51%

=49%

Special
Machinery
MRO

=38%

13%

8%

Systems

25%

14%

France

27%

Germany

Systems

Components
& Parts

17%

Engines

13%

France

Germany

Calculations based on number of answers not turnover

35%
27%
11%

12%

15%

30%

30%

26%
Modules

Engineering
services

30%

17%

=100%

Aerostructures

25%

24%

France

Germany

Calculations based on number of answers not turnover

Figures are based on number of answers and not turnover. In the survey, companies could
choose between three technical service segments and three manufacturing segments, and
choose more than one. The average number of manufacturing segments per company is
two for both French and German samples. There is a noticeable difference for technical
services with the average being 1,3 for French companies and 1,9 for German ones.
The samples are quite evenly spread across all technical segments. The weight of aerostructures and systems is similar in both countries, whereas the engine business is larger in
France than in Germany and vice versa for Cabin / Interior.

3
Aerospace
supply chain
transformation
drivers
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The transformation of the aerospace supply chain
what does it mean for suppliers?
The aerospace industry has always been an international industry. However, up until the beginning
of the 21st century, aircraft OEMs were vertically integrated companies. They conducted
the majority of their engineering and manufacturing in-house and outsourced – with the
exception of very complex systems, such as aero-engines – primarily to small suppliers in
their home markets, which they managed as “extended work benches”.

Aircraft supply chain transformation
Future structure

Past structure
Aircraft

OEM

OEM
RSP

Systems

RSP

Modules
Parts &
Components
Raw Materials

• OEMs vertically integrated
• OEMs manage the entire supply chain
• Many, small, direct suppliers to OEMs
• OEMs source regionally

• OEMs as system architects and integrators
• Few large Tier-1 suppliers act as RSP
• T ier-1-Tier-2 suppliers manage their subsupply chains
• OEMs source globally

Over the past 15-20 years the roles and responsibilities of OEMs and suppliers in the aerospace
industry have been undergoing a gradual transformation and will continue to change over
the next decade. The key drivers for the industry are:
• New technologies: They require considerable financial investments and learning curves,
which the OEMs would like to share with suppliers
• Rising importance of BRIC countries: They will determine the market success of future
aircraft programs, creating value at the local level is essential
• Shrinking military budgets: Less “co-financing” of civil programs with military programs
• Delays and budget overruns: Reduced available cash in the industry.

As a result, OEMs, in addition to their role as customer interface, are increasingly focusing
on their roles as system architects and system integrators. To do so, OEMs also outsource
systems, such as avionics and aerostructures, which they traditionally manufactured inhouse, to suppliers that act as Risk-Sharing Partners (RSPs), sharing the technological
and commercial risks with OEMs. Meanwhile, western OEMs install their engineering,
manufacturing, and MRO (maintenance, repair, and overhaul) operations in the dollar zone
to reduce exchange rate risks and in growth regions to facilitate market access. For the
OEMs, the global sourcing has the same objectives. Tier-1 RSPs follow suit, also shifting
more responsibilities upstream to their suppliers and sourcing globally.
This transformation has profound consequences for suppliers, as the entry barriers
to win attractive work packages in aircraft programs are much higher than in the past.
The consequences can already be felt: Tier-1 suppliers tend to be large companies with an
international footprint; there are only very few small and medium sized companies acting
as Tier-1 remaining. The aerospace supplier industry in all traditional western aerospace
nations is dominated by small and medium sized enterprises (SME). They gained their market
position thanks to their niche technological know-how. Capabilities, such as Risk Sharing,
sub-supplier management, were the domain of the OEMs. Technological prowess, which for
a long time was responsible for an aerospace supplier’s competitiveness, will continue to be
a key driver of competitiveness in the future. This is confirmed in our 2012 study. However,
technological capabilities must be complemented by a range of additional capabilities. OEMs
increasingly require more services from their suppliers as well as a degree of risk sharing,
being integrated into the software systems of the OEM, independent management of their
sub-suppliers, and flexible customer support. In addition, to manage production ramp-up,
OEMs expect their suppliers to have lean, industrialized processes to ensure on-time, oncost, and on-quality delivery. As OEMs increasingly have global operations of their own and
contract large design and build packages to Tier-1 suppliers around the globe, suppliers
need to develop international customer and market access skills.
In the 2012 study we defined 22 competitiveness criteria, organized into three categories,
to systematically assess whether the aerospace suppliers in Germany, Austria, Spain
and Italy already have the well-rounded skillset needed to successfully compete for attractive
work packages in future aircraft programs.
We used the same criteria set again for the comparison between French and German suppliers.

22 criteria of future competitiveness

Customer
& Market
Access
• Risk Management
• IP Protection
• Legal Experience
• Financing Experience
• Currency Hedging
• Receivables Management
• Language Skills (English)
• HR Capacity Management
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• Competitor and Market Intelligence
• Tender Experience
• Aerospace Audit Experience
• Export / Import Experience
• Operations Experience Abroad
• Balanced Customer Portfolio

International
Competitiviness
Enabler
Processes &
Skills

Product
/ Service
Offer

• Technology or Process Advantage
• Technology Co-development
• Flexibility
• Offshore / Offset
• Supply Chain Management
• Quality Management Certifications
• Risk Sharing
• Pricing

Customer & Market Access
“We ask our suppliers for operations and sourcing in economic growing regions. We ask:
Do you know the local supply chain in these countries and are you ready to source or
invest there?”
VP Global Sourcing, OEM

The set of criteria focuses on a supplier’s ability to retain existing (national) customers and to
win new customers abroad. Customers expect suppliers to be well-informed about market
trends, to be able to run tenders professionally, and to have aerospace audit experience.
A supplier has to know its own country’s export regulations and the import regulations of
target countries as well as US export rules. Some experience in manufacturing operations
abroad is also desired. Moreover, the supplier is expected to have a balanced customer
portfolio with each customer not representing more than one third of its revenue.

Product / Service Offer
“It is more important for a supplier to be specialized than big. In the future we
will primarily source to suppliers that help us to innovate. If a supplier only offers
commodities he has to be globally competitive from a price point of view.”
VP Strategic Procurement, OEM

The criteria set focuses on the core products/services and value-added services
of an aerospace supplier. Customers increasingly expect suppliers to contribute
to their product differentiation. Technology co-development, flexible customer
service, and quality management certifications (e.g. EN 9100, EASA Part 21 G) are
other important criteria. Increasingly, risk and revenue sharing partnerships, subsupplier management, and the ability to provide offshore content and to take over
the customer’s offset obligations are required. Pricing is increasingly important.

Enabler Processes & Skills
“In our industry, it is no longer only about technology development; it is
about industrialization. You can see from a supplier’s professionalism when
conducting project and risk management whether they are a good supplier.”
VP Procurement, Tier-1 supplier

The set of criteria focuses on internal management processes and skills related
to internationalization. Increasingly, customers expect suppliers to manage risk
(identification, monitoring, and mitigation of economic and technical risks) in
a professional manner, to protect IP through contractual agreements, to have a
thorough understanding of the contents of increasingly complex contracts and
of foreign customers. In addition, suppliers should be experienced in a range of
financing instruments and dollar hedging. Finally, a qualified staff proficient in
English is required to process international orders.

4
Aerospace
industry today
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Where is the aerospace supplier industry today?
A joint analysis of France and Germany
To find out where the aerospace supplier industry stands today, we conducted an online
supplier survey. In total, 162 aerospace suppliers from Germany (97 answers) and France
(65 answers) completed and submitted the questionnaire. Based on the answers of both
samples two strengths and weaknesses profiles were created. They served as the basis for
interviews with the “customer side”: CEOs, CPOs, and other senior procurement managers
of OEMs and Tier-1 companies (12 interviews for the German study, 8 interviews for the
French study). From the interviews, an average customer expectation score was calculated
per criterion of the strengths and weaknesses profile. The average customer expectation
scores were defined as 100% (“red line”) and the supplier scores per criterion were adjusted
accordingly to see if suppliers were above or below customer expectations.
The results of the French sample are looked at first and then compared with the results of
the German sample.

The strengths and weaknesses profile of French suppliers (n=65)

Competitor and Market
Intelligence

ENABLER
PROCESSES
& SKILLS

HR Capacities

100

English

CUSTOMER
& MARKET ACCESS

Tender Experience
Aerospace Audit Experience

80

Receivables Management

Export/Import Experience
60

Currency Hedging

40

Operations Experience Abroad

20

Financing Experience

Customer Portfolio

0

Technology Advantage (Product
& Process)

Legal Experience

Intellectual Property Protection

Technology Co-development

Risk Management

Flexibility
Pricing

Offshore / Offset Capability

Risk Sharing

PRODUCT /
SERVICE OFFER

Supply Chain Management
QM Certifications
France

In the Product / Service Offer segment, Technology, Offshore / Offset and Supply Chain are a
weakness (40% of companies do not manage their upstream supply chain or only manage a
limited number of their upstream suppliers). Quality Management is considered to no longer
be an issue as maturity is strong.
The strengths and weaknesses profile of French suppliers indicates a lack of experience
in several criteria directly linked with internationalization (Export / Import Experience,
Operations Experience Abroad, Offshore / Offset). Only 25% have international experience
abroad (sales & manufacturing footprint).
There is a major difference in perception with respect to the English language, between
customers and suppliers who are probably optimistic about their maturity. In the Enabler
Processes and Skills segment, the global level of maturity is quite low with severe weaknesses
in Risk Management (50% of companies take into account risks, 30% are developing
comprehensive risk mitigation approaches) and Financing Experience (companies are very
conservative and mainly finance their international development through company cash
and bank loans).
Customers indicated that they were partly responsible for the fact that suppliers scored
low maturity levels in certain areas. “Current maturity in Technology Co-development is our
responsibility; we are still strongly convinced that innovation and development is our territory,”
(OEM VP Procurement). Consequently, they adapted their expectations toward suppliers.
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Comparison between French (n=65) and German profiles (n=97)

ENABLER
PROCESSES
& SKILLS

CUSTOMER
& MARKET ACCESS

Competitor and Market
Intelligence
HR Capacities
English

Tender Experience

100

Aerospace Audit Experience

80

Receivables Management

Export/Import Experience

60

Currency Hedging

Operations Experience Abroad
40
20

Financing Experience

Customer Portfolio

0

Technology Advantage (Product
& Process)

Legal Experience

Intellectual Property Protection

Technology Co-development

Risk Management

Flexibility
Pricing

PRODUCT /
SERVICE OFFER

Offshore / Offset Capability

Risk Sharing

Supply Chain Management
QM Certifications
France

Germany

The strengths and weaknesses profiles of the French and German samples are very similar:
the difference in the overall maturity level is 1% (which is below the statistical error). Per
criterion, the German and French performances are also very close. This is not surprising.
The aerospace industries of both countries have very similar structures, with more than 80%
SMEs. The primary difference is that France has a higher number of international Tier-1
companies and aircraft and aero engine OEMs than Germany does.
Per criterion, the scores are also very close.
When separately analyzing SMEs and large companies, the conclusions are the same.
Therefore, we do not show their strengths and weaknesses profiles separately.

Results spread by criterion
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The percentages of companies that do not meet customer expectations are globally the same in the French
and German samples. This percentage is very high with a few criteria (Quality Management, Customer
Portfolio), around 50% and a large number of criteria around 80%.The worst figures are in the Financial
area for which no company meets customers’ expectations.

CUSTOMER & MARKET ACCESS
France (n=65)
Germany (n=97)
% companies below
Competitor & Market intelligence
Tender Experience

87%
77%

8%
13%

70%
78%

30%
22%

77%
64%

23%
36%

Export/Import Experience

Customer Portfolio
Tender Experience

13%
23%

92%
87%

Aerospace Audit Experience

Operations Experience Abroad
Competitor & Market intelligence

% companies above

88%
87%
94%
77%

12%
6%13%
23%
33%

92%
87%

59%

8%
13%

70%
78%

Aerospace Audit Experience

67%
41%

30%
22%

French companies’ customer portfolio is more balanced
than the portfolio
of German companies. The main
87%77%
13%23%
T echnology Advantage
(Product Experience
& Process)
Export/Import
64%
36%
driver
is the availability
of more than one large OEM84%in France.
German16%
companies
are seeking additional
88% 67%
12% 33%
OEM/Tier-1
ordersExperience
to become
they have already6%built
27% on export/import experiences.
Technology
Co-development
Operations
Abroad more independent, so
94% 73%
Flexibility

Customer Portfolio
PRODUCT/SERVICE
OFFER

Offshore / O ffset Capability
Supply Chain Management
T echnology Advantage (Product & Process)

77%

77%
73%

83%
79%
87%
84%

53%
57%
67%
73%
73%
77% 60%
77%
62%
77% 56%
73%

Risk Sharing
Flexibility
Pricing
Offshore / O ffset Capability

Risk Management
Quality Management Certifications
Intellectual Property Protection
Risk Sharing
Legal Experience
Pricing
Financing Experience

40%
23% 41%

33%

% companies below

Quality Management Certifications
Technology Co-development

Supply Chain Management

60%
59%

83%
79%
88%
99%

53%
57%
72%
72%
73%
77%
77%
84%
62%
56%
97%
100%
95%

67%

23%
27%

% companies above
17%
21%
13%
16%

47%
43%
33%
27%
27%
23% 40%
23%
38%
23% 44%
27%

17%
21%
12%
1%

47%
43%
28%
28%
27%
23%
23%
16%
38%
44%
3%
0%
5%

Even if quality management
94%
6%
Currency Hedging global maturity is high,
88%there is still around
12% 50% of companies that do not
99%
1%
Risk Management
meet customer expectations.
80%
20%
Receivables Management
Intellectual Property Protection
English
Legal Experience
HR Capacities
Financing Experience
Currency Hedging

92%

28%
28%
42%
57%
23%
16%
20%
3% 30%
0%

95%
94%

5%
6%

72%
72%
58%
43%
77%
84%
80%
70%
97%
100%

8%

Tender Experience

92%
87%

Aerospace Audit Experience
Export/Import Experience
Operations Experience Abroad

8%
13%

70%
78%

30%
22%

77%
64%

23%
36%

88%
94%

12%
6%
33%

Customer Portfolio

T echnology Advantage (Product & Process)

13%
16%

67%
73%

Offshore / O ffset Capability

23%

77%
73%

23%
27%

83%
79%

17%
21%
53%
57%

Currency Hedging
Receivables Management
English
HR Capacities

27%
23%

62%
56%

% companies below
88%
99%

38%
44%

% companies above
12%
1%

72%
72%

Intellectual Property Protection

Financing Experience

47%
43%

73%
77%

ENABLER PROCESSES
& SKILLS
Risk Sharing

Legal Experience

40%

77%

Quality Management Certifications

Risk Management

33%
27%

60%

Flexibility

Pricing

41%

87%
84%

Technology Co-development

Supply Chain Management

67%

59%

28%
28%

77%
84%

23%
16%

97%
100%

3%
0%

95%
94%

5%
6%

80%
92%

20%
8%
58%

42%
43%

80%
70%

57%
20%
30%

Risk management, financing experience and currency hedging are completely below expected
levels. With the exception of English language, nearly all relevant Enabler Process & Skills are
seen as a major weakness by the customers.

5
Future
competitiveness
Portfolio
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Why and how the future competitiveness portfolio was calculated?
To see how each individual supplier compares with others and meets customer expectations
for Enabler & Skills and Product / Service Offer criteria, we calculated a portfolio encompassing
all responding companies (French and German – n=162).
The position of each supplier is based on the suppliers’ average score achieved for the
Enabler Processes & Skills and Product / Service Offer criteria sets (16 criteria). Again, supplier
scores were adjusted by the average customer expectation score set at 100% to see which
companies are above or below customer expectations.

French and German sample – n=162

Future exclusion zone

Future order
qualifying
zone

Future order wining zone

9%

51%

40%

Definition of zones
Future order wining zone: Suppliers roughly meet or exceed customer expactations. The zone sarts at 90% of average
customer expectation for the Product/Service Offer criteria set and at 80% for Enabler Processes & Skills.
Future order qualifying zone: Suppliers meet some customer expectations and show development potential in
other areas. The zone sarts at 60% of average customer expectation for the Product/Service Offer criteria set and at 50%
for Enabler Processes & Skills.
Future exclusion zone: Suppliers are far from meeting customer expectations ,i.e. below 60% of customer expectations
regarding the Products/Service Offer criteria set and 50% regarding Enabler Processes & Skills.

Only 9% of the aerospace suppliers meet customers’ expectations. 40% have a maturity level (almost
50% of the expectations) that is not consistent with a sustainable market position in the medium term.
51% have the potential to improve and join the Winning Zone.
As shown in the table below, the split between the three zones for French companies is close to the
German one. The main difference is the higher number of French suppliers in the Future Order Winning
Zone, and a higher number of German suppliers in the Future Order Qualifying Zone. The number of
suppliers in the Future Exclusion Zone is similar for both.
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Zones

Germany

France

Future Order Winning Zone (FOWZ)

7%

12%

Future Order Qualifying Zone (FOQZ)

54%

46%

Future exclusion Zone (FEZ)

39%

42%

Similarly, the larger companies (total sales > 50 M€) do not all belong to the Future Order
Winning Zone as was found in the German study.

Company profiles in the three zones

Future exclusion zone
Competitor and Market
Intelligence

ENABLER
PROCESSES
& SKILLS

HR Capacities

CUSTOMER
& MARKET ACCESS

Tender Experience
100,00

English

Aerospace Audit Experience
80,00

Receivables Management

Export/Import Experience
60,00

Currency Hedging

Operations Experience Abroad
40,00

Financing Experience

Customer Portfolio

20,00

0,00

Technology Advantage (Product
& Process)

Legal Experience

Intellectual Property Protection

Technology Co-development

Risk Management

Flexibility
Pricing

Offshore / Offset Capability

Risk Sharing

PRODUCT /
SERVICE OFFER

Supply Chain Management
QM Certifications
France

Germany

91% of suppliers in this zone are SMEs. They reveal strong weaknesses in almost all criteria.
They tend to be commodity suppliers, e.g. milling and drilling companies, with many
international competitors, and thus their market position is not sustainable. With no
significant transformation of their skillset they will be considered as less and less attractive
suppliers by OEM and Tier-1 companies. Although they currently have business and a high
utilization rate they are likely to disappear from the aerospace market if it turns down.

Future order qualifying zone

Competitor and Market
Intelligence

ENABLER
PROCESSES
& SKILLS

HR Capacities

CUSTOMER
& MARKET ACCESS

Tender Experience

100,00

English

Aerospace Audit Experience
80,00

Receivables Management

Export/Import Experience
60,00

Currency Hedging

Operations Experience Abroad
40,00

20,00

Financing Experience

Customer Portfolio

0,00

Technology Advantage (Product
& Process)

Legal Experience

Intellectual Property Protection

Technology Co-development

Risk Management

Flexibility
Pricing

Offshore / Offset Capability

Risk Sharing

PRODUCT /
SERVICE OFFER

Supply Chain Management
QM Certifications
France

Germany

This zone comprises the largest number of participating companies, 81% of them are SMEs
(75% for the German sample). On the average, they offer attractive technology, strong
processes (Supply Chain, Quality, Co-Development) and a balanced customer portfolio.
Nevertheless, they show important weaknesses in some criteria, which will limit their further
competitiveness such as Financing and Risk Management. Although they export, their
Operations Experience Abroad is very limited.

Future order winning zone
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Competitor and Market
Intelligence

ENABLER
PROCESSES
& SKILLS

HR Capacities

CUSTOMER
& MARKET ACCESS

Tender Experience

100,00

English

Aerospace Audit Experience
80,00

Receivables Management

Export/Import Experience
60,00

Currency Hedging

Operations Experience Abroad
40,00

20,00

Financing Experience

Customer Portfolio

0,00

Technology Advantage (Product
& Process)

Legal Experience

Intellectual Property Protection

Technology Co-development

Risk Management

Flexibility
Pricing

Offshore / Offset Capability

Risk Sharing

PRODUCT /
SERVICE OFFER

Supply Chain Management
QM Certifications
France

Germany

Suppliers in this zone are primarily companies with a “Tier-1 profile” with respect to the
technological complexity of their products. In the French sample 27% are SMEs, and in the
German sample 42% are SMEs. On the average, they meet customers’ expectations. However,
some weaknesses persist, especially with respect to Operations Experience Abroad and
Financing Experience.

6
Role of support
organizations
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Which organizations, such as associations or government authorities, currently
support aerospace suppliers accessing international markets and customers?
Customer and market access skills are key to the competitiveness and future prosperity of
aerospace suppliers in France and Germany. There are a number of support organizations
in both countries, actively supporting the internationalization of their respective industries.
In the online questionnaire we asked suppliers how they perceive the internationalization
support they receive from associations, government authorities and similar organizations,
as shown in the illustration below. In the survey, suppliers were asked to choose from a
portfolio of 11 services and indicate from which types of organizations they obtained which
types of services. Typically, they indicated using more than one service and more than one
support organization.
Government Authorities
Embassies, Consulates, PEE, DRCE

GA
Trade Support Agencies
UbiFrance

NA

TSA

RA

URI
Universities, Research Institute
(not part of the Study)

National Industries Associations
GIFAS, BDLI

CC

Regional Aerospace Associations
and Clusters

Chamber of commerce

SB
State Bank

USAGE of support organizations
Percentage based on number of answers per service offered by support organization
(companies could choose several services per support organization) vs total number
of proposed services
Germany

France

Provincial / regional / state level representative offices abroad

10%

23%

Industry associations on a national level

23%

17%

Regional clusters and associations

22%

16%

Chambers of commerce abroad

16%

13%

International trade support agencies on a national level

15%

13%

International trade support agencies on a provincial / regional / state level

8%

11%

Embassies

8%

7%

French suppliers use state representatives located abroad and then turn to associations and
clusters, whereas German suppliers primarily use their professional associations and clusters
when they seek support for their internationalization.

How do suppliers perceive services of support organizations? In which areas do
they wish for more support?

Perception of non-financing services of support organizations
Helpful
Not utilized
Not helpful

Germany

France

Germany

France

More support wished
by % of respondents
Collective stands at foreign fairs

1% 38%

61%

90%

B2B events with potential foreign custormers

1% 39%

60%

85%

5%

83%

10% 7%

7% 3%
10%

33%

40%

36%

52%

30%

33%

Delegation visits to potential foreign customers to home country

4%

Responding to initial questions on Export/import/Customs regulations

1%

49%

50%

76%

12%

12%

17%

23%

Country and sector analysis

3%

49%

48%

75%

17%

8%

46%

40%

75%

12%

13%

44%

53%

17%

10%

27%

25%

17%

27%

33%

Individual mediation of contacts to potential foreign customers
Responding to initial questions on legal issues abroad

46%

50%

1% 40%

59%

1% 47%

52%

73%

Delegation trip abroad

2%

47%

71%

Training cooperations between domestic and foreign vocational colleges

5%

Training cooperations between domestic and foreign universities

4%

62%

Mediation of suitable service providers abroad

5%

55%

51%

22%

73%

34%
40%

12%

64%

18%

18%

9%

9%

63%

17%

20%

10%

10%

27%

19%

15%

60%

13%

Perception of financing services of support organizations
Offer reviewed and utilized

Germany

Offer reviewed, found to be suitable, but not utilised

France

Offer reviewed and found to be unsuitable
Offer basics known

Government research funding (grants)

0%

49%

25% 19% 7%

62%

5% 12% 5%17%

Offer unknown

Conditionally repayable loans at the national level

Conditionally repayable loans at the provincial / regional / state level

Government development loans (low interest rate loans)

Mezzanine Capital (Government venture capital) at the national level

Mezzanine Capital (Government venture capital) at the provincial / regional / state
level

0%

27% 14%14% 27% 3%22% 10%

44%

0%

26% 13%6% 22% 5%15% 18%

56%

30%

33%

56%

64%

0%

16% 21% 20% 8% 22% 8%

0%

25% 17%2%7%8% 28% 10%

0%

2% 3%

19% 15%

10%28% 12%

38%

40%

42%

47%

47%
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The individual organization’s internationalization support services portfolios varies in breadth
and depth. The services valued most by suppliers, in terms of usage and future support
wishes, can be subsumed in three groups.

“Business facilitations”:

• Globally the services offered by the support organizations are aligned with the suppliers’
•

needs (cf “not helpful“); Even though French suppliers use the proposed services less,
they found them more useful compared to what their German counterparts found (60%
to 90% in France compared to 22% to 61% in Germany)
More than half of the French companies expect more support on direct business services
to ease/accelerate contact between buyers and sellers, which is also proportionally the
same on the German side.

“Market insights”: as in Germany, French companies value the information provided on
legal issues, export and import, customs regulations, as well as sector analysis.

“Financing offerings”: both French and German companies have access to various tools
to finance their international development. However, in both cases they use, to a greater
extent, R&D government grants as the main tool (2/3 of French companies vs. 1/2 of the
Germans). One of the stakes is to make all the available financing tools known to suppliers,
in order to enrich their financing toolbox.

7
strategic roadmaps
for suppliers
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Reinforcement of the OEM – Tier-1 – Tier-2 structure is not an option. This is required to
improve maturity, simplify relationships between levels within the supply chain, redefine
expectations per level and let each level manage operations on its own.
All the supply chain players must be prepared and ready to carry out this transformation:

• OEMs must drive change and modify the way they interact with the different levels of the
supply chain (manage different interactions at levels 2 and 3, reconsider the involvement
of suppliers in the innovation and development phases, empower suppliers with respect
to supply chain management)

• Suppliers must take control of their destiny by anticipating changes in their market and
the consequences they will have on their position and define appropriate strategies for
action.
Suppliers at all levels of the supply chain must improve their maturity and better respond to
their customers’ and market requirements. This does not mean that all aerospace suppliers
have to be champions in all maturity categories. Each has to build its own target and
roadmap by following the steps described below.

1. Clarify position target in the supply chain
As already mentioned, the aerospace sector needs a more structured supply chain in order
to simplify flows and interactions between suppliers and customers and improve the total
cost (operating costs, working capital). There are several positions that could be considered:
Position

Aerospace Systems Integrators

Systems Suppliers

Examples

OEM
Super Tier-1

Aircraft - Engines
Fuselage sections, avionics,
landing gear, high pressure
turbine

Tier-1

Modules suppliers

Tier-2

Components and parts
Suppliers

Tier-3

Extended workbench
subcontracting

Tier-X

Bulkheads, Brake pressure
gauges, blisks
Stringers, actuators, blades

machining, forming,
surface treatment

OEMs not only expect to have just a limited number of large international corporations as
suppliers, but to rely on a balanced supply chain that encompasses skilled and performing
companies at each level. Thus, the objective for aerospace suppliers is to target the most
appropriate position and to get on track to acquire the required maturity profile.

2. Define required target maturity profile
Based on our Supplier Competitiveness Assessment Tool, we defined the required maturity
profile for each position (Tier-1, Tier-2 …). Each profile is composed of a limited number of
criteria for which suppliers should rank over 90% of customer expectations.

Super
Tier-1 /
Tier-1

Currency Hedging
Receivables Management
Offshore / Offset Capabilities
Risk Sharing
Financing Experience

Tier-2

Competitor and Market
Intelligence
Export / Import Experience
Operations Experience Abroad
Technology Co-development
Intellectual Property Protection
Legal Experience
Technology Product Advantage
HR Capacities

Competitor and Market
Intelligence
Export / Import Experience
Operations Experience Abroad
Technology Co-development
Intellectual Property Protection
Legal Experience
Technology Product Advantage
HR Capacities

Tier-3

Tender Experience
Customer Portfolio
Flexibility
Pricing
Risk Management
Technology Process Advantage
Supply Chain Management

Tender Experience
Customer Portfolio
Flexibility
Pricing
Risk Management
Technology Process Advantage
Supply Chain Management

Tender Experience
Customer Portfolio
Flexibility
Pricing
Risk Management
Technology Process Advantage
Supply Chain Management

Tier-X

 uality Management CertifiQ
cation
Aerospace Audit Experience

Quality Management Certification
Aerospace Audit Experience

 uality Management CertifiQ
cation
Aerospace Audit Experienc

Risk Sharing Partners

Advanced Qualifier

Quality Management Certification
Aerospace Audit Experience

Structured

3. Assess current maturity and maturity gaps to be filled
This maturity assessment has to be done without taboos or excessive optimism. Future
targets should be defined with the right level of ambition and realism. Aerospace suppliers
should not underestimate the transformation (timeline, costs) and prepare themselves for a
long journey.

Basics

4. Define implementation plan
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Due to the high stakes of the transformation, aerospace suppliers have to adapt their
strategic agenda and consider external opportunities that could secure and accelerate their
future positioning.
Internal action examples

External opportunities examples

Definition of a shared Strategic
vision

Support from associations and professional organizations

Reinforcement of consistency
between shareholder structure and
strategic plan

Support from OEM & Tier-1

Adaptation of Management agenda

Challenge of relationships with OEM
& Tier-1

Definition of transformation Timelines, Milestone and Resources

Set of Alliances with peer companies
to increase global maturity and to
take advantage of shared activities

Development of Skills (technical,
management)

Consolidation (M&A)

Allocation of Resources (on medium
and long term actions)
Recruitment when needed

5. Engage Transformation as soon as possible
Under current market conditions, all aeronautic suppliers are devoting their resources and
energies to deliver the parts and equipments and to make the new programs a success. But
it is the right time to act to engage the Transformation. Indeed the situation is favorable:
the market is in good shape, companies are making money and they have the capacity to
invest. In this context, corporate executives have enough time to consider all their options
and choose those that are best for their company, instead of waiting for a less favorable
moment when they would be under pressure to decide.

8
conclusionS
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In this study we defined the total value a supplier brings to OEM and Tier-1 customers based
on 22 criteria. We then calculated the strengths and weaknesses profiles for the French and
German aerospace supplier industries, incorporating both the viewpoints of suppliers and
their OEM and Tier-1 customers.

The strengths and weaknesses profiles of both aerospace supplier industries are strikingly
similar – as are the expectations of their OEM and Tier-1 customers.

French and German aerospace suppliers, on the average, are similarly ill prepared to deal with
the challenges of an aerospace industry that is transforming and increasingly global. Only
approximately one-tenth of suppliers possess the broad skill set expected by their customers.
Almost half of them, in both countries, however, are far from meeting their customers’
expectations. They have to significantly raise their overall maturity level if they wish to
sustain their business and secure attractive work shares in future global aircraft programs.

The results indicate that both French and German aerospace suppliers, on the average, are
still organized according to the aerospace supply chain environment of yesterday, in which
suppliers focused on their technological prowess and left many management related tasks
primarily to the OEMs. However, with the supply chain’s on-going transformation, OEMs
and Tier-1 companies shift more of their responsibilities to the supply chain, and thus have
to take a broader look at suppliers. In addition to technology, service aspects of a suppliers’
value proposition come into focus. Suppliers are expected to do business internationally
and to manage tasks that were originally the responsibility of the OEM, such as quality
management and improvement, sub-supplier management, and risk management.
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To improve suppliers’ capabilities with respect to the 22 criteria defined, to rethink their
business models is, of course, primarily the task of their shareholders and managers. However,
especially in aerospace due to its regulatory environment, many decisions regarding design
and manufacturing will always have to be made by the OEMs. To facilitate and accelerate
the transformation process OEMs, Tier-1 companies and industry associations and regional
aerospace clusters should support their suppliers in the following focus areas:
•O
 EMs and Tier-1 companies need to reconsider their relationship with all Tier-level suppliers
especially by empowering them beyond the manufacturing area to take over engineering
tasks, to master supply chain management and risk management, and to provide them
with the timely and comprehensive information needed to manage these tasks
• Industry associations and regional aerospace clusters should continue their efforts
in lobbying for and financing R&D projects, and in supporting the industry with its
internationalization. In addition, beyond discussion platforms, concrete actions are needed,
involving OEMs, Tier-1 companies, and suppliers, as well as third parties from outside the
industry, to primarily advance supply chain management capabilities and finance growth.

At the same time, suppliers should demonstrate their ability to take over new responsibilities,
to acquire their autonomy from historical customers and to significantly improve their
maturity and skills in several areas such as financing, risk management and English.

In this study we showed that both the French and German aerospace industries have very
similar strengths and weaknesses. We identified focus areas for improvement. We hope that
this study will lead to a discussion, jointly led by GIFAS and BDLI, of concrete improvement
actions for the French and German aerospace supplier industries.

9
methodology
Appendix - 1
Methodology
Step 1: Online survey for aerospace suppliers: Participants were asked 60 questions
in 3 areas: company profile, capabilities, and usage/perceptions of support organizations.
The answers required no exposure of critical information. Suppliers could take part
anonymously. In 2012, the questionnaire was distributed by BDLI and nine other supporting
associations and clusters and in 2013, the questionnaire was distributed by GIFAS, Pôle
Aerospace Valley, Pôle Astech and Pôle Pegase.
Step 2: Intermediate strengths and weaknesses profile: 22 internationalization and
competitiveness criteria were defined. For each selected answer option, 0–20 points were
given. The criteria were defined as part of the 2012 study and taken 1:1 for the extension
to France.
Step 3 Customer interviews: In total, 20 customer interviews were conducted (of which
12 took place in 2012), each lasting on the average 1.5 hours. The interviews were based
on the intermediate results of the European supplier survey in 2012 and on the intermediate
results of French and German aerospace suppliers in 2013. Customers were asked to
interpret the results from their viewpoint, and to state what they expected of their suppliers.
Step 4 Final strengths and weaknesses profile: The average customer expectation score
(“red line”), based on the interviews with OEMs and Tier-1 companies, was defined as
100%. The supplier scores were adjusted with the customer expectation score to see if and
by how much suppliers are below or above customer expectations.

Appendix - 2
Customer interviews
The interview partners from the “customer side” cover airframe and aero-engine OEMs
as well as global tier-1 suppliers of aero structures and electro-mechanical systems.
20 executives from 15 companies have been interviewed:
• Aerolia
• Airbus
• AOA
• Boeing
• Daher

• EADS
• Eurocopter
• FACC
• Liebherr
• LISI Aerospace

• MTU
• Pilatus
• Ruag
• Safran
• Thales
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